




































an	optimal	design.	Thirdly,	 in	 the	standard	LSM,	 the	normal	velocity	 field	needs	 to	be	extended	 from	the	boundary	 to	 the	whole	domain	or	a	narrow	band	along	 the	boundary	 [17],	and	 the	velocity	extension	often	requires	extra
computational	effort.	More	importantly,	many	efficient	and	well-developed	structural	topology	optimization	algorithms	[13,30]	cannot	be	directly	used	in	the	conventional	LSM.































where	x	denote	 the	spatial	variables	 (coordinates	of	 level	set	grids)	 in	domain	D.	t	denotes	 the	pseudo	time	variable.	Ω	denotes	all	 the	admissible	shapes,	and	Γ	 is	 the	structural	boundary.	 It	 is	noted	 that	Γ	 contains	 the	Dirichlet
boundary	ΓD,	Neumann	boundary	ΓN	and	traction	free	boundary	ΓF:





















where	τ=0.001	 is	 introduced	 to	 avoid	 singular	problems.	The	 integral	 of	 over	Dh	 in	 (8)	 can	be	 calculated	numerically	 by	 the	Gauss	quadrature,	when	a	number	 of	 equally	 spaced	 integration	points	 are	 allocated	 in	 each	 element
cut	by	the	moving	boundary	[21].	In	this	case,	the	following	integral	can	be	also	approximately	calculated	by	FEM:
2.2	Parameterization	of	LSM	using	Gaussian	RBF
In	this	paper,	 the	original	LSF	is	 interpolated	by	the	Gaussian	RBFs	positioned	at	a	predefined	set	of	knots	 in	the	design	domain.	The	Gaussian	RBF	is	one	of	 the	typical	GSRBFs,	which	has	a	higher	 level	of	 interpolation
accuracy	and	smoothness	when	comparing	with	other	RBFs,	such	as	CSRBFs	[38,39].	The	Gaussian	RBFs	ϕi	are	expressed	as:
where	r	defined	in	a	Euclidean	space	can	be	stated	by
where	xi	 is	the	coordinate	of	knot	 i	 in	domain	D.	‖x − xi‖	 is	defined	as	the	Euclidean	norm	that	measures	the	distance	from	the	current	sample	knot	x	to	the	knot	xi	[38].	N	 is	 the	total	number	of	 the	 interpolant	knots,	 i.e.	 the	 level
set	knots	in	this	study.	s	is	the	shape	parameter	that	is	assumed	to	be	a	positive	constant	[38].	In	this	study,	s	is	equal	to	the	reciprocal	of	the	area	(or	volume)	of	a	level	set	grid.
Using	the	Gaussian	RBFs,	the	LSF	is	approximated	by:
where	α(t) = [α1(t),α2(t),...,	αN(t)]T	 are	 the	 expansion	 coefficients	 in	 the	 RBF	 interpolation.	ϕ(x) = [ϕ1(x),ϕ2(x),...,	ϕN(x)]	 contain	 all	 the	 RBFs.	 It	 is	 seen	 that	 the	 RBFs	 are	 space-dependent	 and	 the	 expansion	 coefficients	 are	 time-























where	α(0)	denote	the	components	 in	the	original	vector	α.	 and	 are	the	elements	 in	a	new	vector	 obtained	by	using	 the	DWT,	with	k	k =	= 1,	2,	…,	N/2.	 It	 is	 noted	 that	 the	 length	N
must	be	an	even	number	to	complete	the	one-level	DWT	with	the	intact	wavelet	orders	[58].	If	N	is	odd,	an	easy	way	to	tackle	this	issue	is	to	add	one	extra	term	“0″	in	the	original	vector	α	during	the	transformation	process,	and	then
remove	the	term	“0″	when	recovering	the	original	vector.	 [h1,h2] =  is	the	high	pass	filter,	and	[g1,g2] =  is	 the	 low	pass	 filter.	For	simplicity,	a	convolution	matrix	W	with	dimension	N	N ×	× N	 is	 used	 to
describe	the	pyramidal	scheme	[41]:





where	q	denotes	an	arbitrary	element	in	 ,	and	 is	the	averaging	absolute	value	of	all	elements	in	 .	κ	is	a	parameter	to	adjust	the	threshold.	Now,	a	sparse	form	of	(22)	can	be	reformulated	as:
We	assume	that	the	predefined	LSF	at	 t = 0	is	Φ0	and	its	wavelet	form	is	 .	At	the	first	 iteration,	the	initial	α0	defined	in	Eq.	(15)	 is	obtained	by	a	reverse	process	 ,	where	 is	 the	wavelet	 form	of	α0.	Here	 is
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approximately	solved	by	 .	At	the	following	iterations,	the	design	variable	α	is	updated	by	a	gradient-based	optimization	algorithm,	and	then	 is	obtained	by	Eq.	(19).	Finally,	we	update	 by	Eq.	(24),	and	obtain	the	LSF	by
a	reconstruction	process	 .
As	above,	the	matrix	compression	technique	has	been	incorporated	into	the	Gaussian	RBF	based	parametric	formulation	to	form	a	new	iPLSM,	which	has	low	computational	costs,	while	significantly	improves	the	performance







where	αi	(i = 1,…,N)	are	 the	design	variables	 (i.e.	 the	expansion	coefficients	of	RBF	 interpolation).	αmax 	and	αmin 	are	 the	upper	and	 lower	bounds	of	αi	 to	stabilize	 the	 iteration	 [35],	which	will	be	 further	discussed	 in	Section	4.3.	 Jl
is	the	objective	to	measure	the	local	frequency	response	[54,59],	where	|	•	|	calculates	the	magnitude	of	a	complex	number.	ur	indicate	the	displacements	of	the	structural	part	r	where	the	dynamic	responses	are	to	be	optimized.	[ωs,	ωe]





where	Epqrs	 is	the	elasticity	tensor,	ε	 is	the	structural	strain,	and	ρ	 is	 the	material	density.	p	 is	 the	boundary	traction	(harmonic	 load),	and	dS	 indicates	a	boundary	 integral.	The	body	force	 is	not	considered	here.	According	to	the
Rayleigh	damping	assumption,	the	damping	functional	in	(25)	is	calculated	by	the	linear	combination	of	the	strain	energy	and	mass	sesquilinear	forms	with	constants	β1	and	β2	[61]:
The	 integrals	 on	 objective	 Jl,	 which	 is	 used	 to	 evaluate	 the	 frequency	 response	 within	 a	 given	 excitation	 range,	 can	 be	 approximately	 calculated	 by	 different	 approaches	 [54,62].	 Here,	 for	 simplicity,	 the	 numerical	 integration
scheme	with	equally	spaced	abscissas	[54]	is	adopted.	We	denote	the	local	frequency	response	at	a	specified	excitation	frequency	ωz	∈	[ωs,ωe]	as:
where	Δω	 is	 the	 frequency	 interval,	 and	NF	 denotes	 the	number	of	 frequencies	 included	 in	evaluating	 the	 integral	over	 the	given	excitation	 range.	z = 1,2,…,NF,	which	 is	 the	 subscript	 to	 indicate	 the	current	 frequency.	Then	 the
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where	ξ	indicates	the	current	iteration	number.
Step	2	Based	on	the	Kuhn-Tucker	conditions	[10,13],	the	following	heuristic	scheme	can	be	established	to	iteratively	update	the	regularized	design	variables	 :








where	ηh	 is	 the	pseudo-density	 of	 element	h,	p	 is	 the	 penalty	 factor,	 and	E	 is	 the	 Young's	modulus	 for	 a	 solid	 element.	While	 the	 element	 density	 and	 Young's	modulus	 in	 iPLSM	 can	 be	 defined	 according	 to	 the
ersatz	material	model	given	in	Eq.	(5):
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κ Size	of	matrix	A Sparsity	of	matrix	 Time	per	step Iterations Objective
1e−500 11,521 × 11,521 64.27% 128.1	s 124 7.1202e-−4
1e-−300 11,521	521 ×	× 11,521 86.13% 69.1	s 125 7.1170e-−4
1e-−200 11,521	521 ×	× 11,521 89.94% 68.2	s 125 7.1169e-−4






Method Mesh Size	of	matrix	A Sparsity	of	matrix	A	or Time	per	step Iterations Objective
iPLSM 210	210 ×	× 30 6541	6541 ×	× 6541 99.54% 24.3	s 119 7.0187e-−4
PLSM-1 210	210 ×	× 30 6541	6541 ×	× 6541 99.18% 24.6	s 145 7.3016e-−4
PLSM-2 210	210 ×	× 30 6541	6541 ×	× 6541 0% 64.6	s 105 7.0443e-−4







PLSM-1 280	280 ×	× 40 11,521	521 ×	× 11,521 99.53% 65.9	s 161 7.3518e-−4
PLSM-2 280	280 ×	× 40 11,521	521 ×	× 11,521 0% 197.2	s 127 7.1105e-−4
iPLSM 350	350 ×	× 50 17,901	901 ×	× 17,901 99.83% 128.6	s 136 7.1280e-−4
PLSM-1 350	350 ×	× 50 17,901	901 ×	× 17,901 99.69% 129.5	s 202 7.4264e-−4
PLSM-2 350	350 ×	× 50 17,901	901 ×	× 17,901 0% 459.7	s 134 7.1344e-−4






























Eigenfrequency	order 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Initial	design 189	Hz 484	Hz 739	Hz 869	Hz
Optimized	design	with	Ωfreq =	= [0 Hz,	100 Hz] 342	Hz 564	Hz 853	Hz 1085	Hz
Optimized	design	with	Ωfreq =	= [0 Hz,	200 Hz] 371	Hz 564	Hz 878	Hz 1085	Hz
Optimized	design	with	Ωfreq =	= [0 Hz,	400 Hz] 438	Hz 577	Hz 1000	Hz 1141	Hz



















Method Sparsity	of	matrix	A	or	 Volume	constraint Time	per	step Iterations Objective
iPLSM 99.59% 50% 26.3	s 112 1.1863
PLSM-1 99.26% 50% 26.5	s 165 1.2081
PLSM-2 0% 50% 69.8	s 112 1.1863
iPLSM 99.59% 40% 26.2	s 160 1.4370
PLSM-1 99.26% 40% 26.5	s 220 1.4926
PLSM-2 0% 40% 69.9	s 160 1.4370
iPLSM 99.59% 30% 26.3	s 176 1.8928
























Method Mesh Size	of	matrix	A Sparsity	of	matrix	A	or Time	per	step Iterations Objective
iPLSM 12	12 ×	× 6	6 ×	× 48 4459	4459 ×	× 4459 96.15% 236.3	s 96 2.1872e-−3
PLSM-1 12	12 ×	× 6	6 ×	× 48 4459	4459 ×	× 4459 89.06% 241.6	s 108 2.5075e-−3
PLSM-2 12	12 ×	× 6	6 ×	× 48 4459	4459 ×	× 4459 0% 269.6	s 96 2.1864e-−3
6.5	Global	frequency	response	optimization	of	3D	structure
















Method Size	of	matrix	A Sparsity	of	matrix	A	or Volume Time	per	setp Iterations Objective
iPLSM 14,847	847 ×	× 14,847 99.38% 40% 585.6	s 116 34.7718
PLSM-1 14,847	847 ×	× 14,847 96.34% 40% 592.2	s 400 75.8112
iPLSM 14,847	847 ×	× 14,847 99.38% 20% 585.8	s 142 59.1339











This	paper	has	proposed	an	efficient	 iPLSM	to	minimize	 the	 frequency	 response	of	 structures	within	a	given	excitation	 frequency	 range.	 In	 this	method,	a	new	parameterization	mechanism	 is	developed:	 (1)	 the	 level	 set
function	 is	 approximated	 by	 using	 the	 Gaussian	 RBF,	 and	 (2)	 the	 DWT	 is	 introduced	 to	 compress	 the	 full	 matrix	 arisen	 from	 the	 interpolation.	 Then,	 the	 structural	 shape	 and	 topology	 changes	 are	 efficiently	 driven	 by	 the
parameterization	method.	The	design	sensitivities	of	the	objective	function	and	constraint	are	obtained,	to	enable	the	iterative	update	of	the	design	variables	by	using	the	gradient-based	OC	algorithm.	Several	2D	and	3D	numerical
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Highlights
• An	improved	parametric	level	set	method	is	proposed.
• The	discrete	wavelet	transform	is	used	to	compress	the	Gaussian	RBF-based	interpolation	matrix.
• Both	self	and	non-self	adjoint	problems	for	global	and	local	frequency	responses	are	investigated.
• The	efficiency	and	effectiveness	of	the	proposed	method	are	verified.
